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This project develops a traffic simulator that allows students to use a 

visual programming language to program a car to navigate through the 

traffic to travel from point A to point B. The visual programming 

language used is the ASU VIPLE (Visual IoT/Robotics Programming 

Language Environment). The traffic simulator is developed using 

Microsoft Unity game engine. The traffic is generated through  mapping 

New York’s Manhattan traffic dataset into our traffic simulator to create 

realistic traffic pattern. Three algorithms are implemented to test the 

traversing algorithm effectiveness: (1) Simple Static Dijkstra’s 

Algorithm using road section length as graph weights; (2) Dynamic 

Dijkstra’s Algorithm that takes dynamic traffic into consideration and 

recalculates the shortest path at every intersection; (3) Machine-Learning 

based Dijkstra’s Algorithm that predicts the best route based on the past 

traffic dataset training. Both VIPLE and Unity traffic simulator are 

performance demanding. We use Intel GNS-V40 processor board to run 

both VIPLE and simulator to prove the GNS-V40 performance. We also 

run physical robot as the “avatar” of the simulated robot to show the 

program card moving outside the simulation into physical space. The 

experiment show that GNS-V40 processor has adequate performance to 

detail with all these complex tasks simultaneously. 
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